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Explore tours according to location/topic 

 

*Temple 
Mount* 

*Babylonian 
Jewry* 

*Sea to Sea* City of David Jaffa 

Interfaith 
Jerusalem 

Tel Aviv Masada Modern 
Jerusalem 

Galilee Pioneers 

Book of Jonah Sukkot Hanukkah Yom Hazikaron Mount Sinai 

*most popular* 

The Temple Mount: Inside the Launchpad for Holiness and History 

Every generation and empire that came through 
Jerusalem has left their mark, let's unpack the 3,000 
year old puzzle to understand each and every layer. 
This will help us understand the religious significance 
of the Mount to Jews, Christians, and Muslims. An 
in-person visit to the Temple Mount for non-Muslims 
does not allow entry into the Al Aqsa Mosque or the 
famous golden Dome of the Rock - the exact spot of 
where the First and Second Temples once stood. On 
this virtual tour we get to venture inside these places 
and explore them up close and personal. Preview 
here! 

 Tel Aviv: The Birth and Growth of the First Hebrew City  
Though Jerusalem is the eternal Jewish capital, Tel 
Aviv is the first Jewish city from its inception to today. 
This tour looks at the stories of the people who left 
their mark on the city and the stunning architecture 
that reflects the values of Israel’s cultural capital. Full 
tour with Camp Ramah! 
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From Sea to Sea: The Famed Mediterranean to Kinneret Hike  
What normally takes three days of difficult hiking 
across the country, we will do in an hour with a glass 
of Israeli wine and fun music! Hiking in the small but 
diverse landscape of Israel is a true Israeli cultural 
experience. Our trek will be our backdrop for 
exploring sites, both ancient and modern, which had 
a lasting impact on the local areas of the north and 
the rest of the country. Preview here! 

 

Jerusalem Now: A Dialogue Between the Ancient and Modern 

Get to know Jerusalem's modern city landmarks: the 
shuk (market) of Machaneh Yehuda, the 
ultra-Orthodox neighbourhood of Mea She'arim, the 
Knesset, Mount Herzl, and more! Understand the 
interplay between the ancient and the new - how both 
influence each other.  

 

 
Old Jaffa: Stories of the Ancient and Modern Gateway to Israel  

Jaffa's Old City is filled with tragic moments of conflict 
juxtaposed with great periods of dialogue and 
innovation. We will relive stories as ancient as Greek 
mythological tales and Tanakh and as modern as the 
Jaffa Orange and 1948 - and everything in between! 
Jaffa's riveting stories and legends help us piece 
together the city's history and provide the insight to 
how it morphed into one of the most famous cities in 
the world. Preview here! 
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From King David to King Herod: A Millennium of Expansion 

Watch the modest Canaanite city of Jerusalem grow 
and expand before your eyes through aerial shots, 
underground tunnels, and video models 
reconstructing the ancient city. Understand the most 
important and contentious findings in Biblical 
archaeology as we bring to life some of the most 
famous moments in Jerusalem's biblical history. 

 

The Galilee: Israel’s Social Experiment Lab 
The north of Israel has always been on the cutting 
edge of Jewish societal experimentation. The growth 
of Jewish Tzfat in the 16th century sparked a spiritual 
revolution in Judaism still felt today. The socialist 
idealism of the Second Aliyah in the beginnings of the 
20th century set the tone for modern Zionism. 
Experience the sights and sounds of the Galilees 
most famous figures and impactful lessons. 

 

In the Footsteps of Jonah 
Jonah is a unique prophet whose famous story 
manages to be relatable and confounding. 
Experience Jonah’s tale like never before by 
following his voyage from Jaffa towards Tarshish in 
modern Spain and ending in ancient Nineveh - 
modern day Mosul, Iraq. Along the way, we will 
contextualize the Jonah story with other mythological 
tales of great sea creatures and try to unlock as 
many of Jonah’s mysteries as possible. Preview 
here! 

Sukkot Then and Now: Judaism’s Most Peculiar Holiday 
Sukkot is Judaism’s strangest holiday, filled with 
traditions and a history that both delight and confuse. 
This tour looks at everything from the most ancient 
evidence found of practicing sukkot and the Tanakh’s 
description of the holiday to the colorful and diverse 
customs of Sukkot today in Israel and around the 
Jewish world.  
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The Mighty Maccabees: Tales of Battles, Independence, and Miracles 

The famed Hasmonean dynasty was the last period of 
Independent Jewish rule in Israel for over 2,000 
years. And they left an indelible mark on the 
landscape of Israel. Let’s explore personalities, sites, 
battles, and buildings that make the heroes of 
Hanukah so important and interesting to this day. 

 

 
The Person and the Hero: Commemorating the Fallen of Israel 

Yom Hazikaron (Israel's Remembrance Day) 
commemorates Israeli lives lost in uniform and from 
acts of terror. This tour looks at the lives of five people 
through stories, songs, and images allowing for 
participants of any age and knowledge background to 
create a personal connection. We will experience the 
day without limitations of distances between 
memorials, giving us the ability to visit the memories 
across the country and the decades. Preview here!  

Surviving, Thriving, and Connecting in the Sinai 
Visit the stunning St. Catherine's Monastery and Jabal 
Mousa of the Sinai Desert, traditionally the site of 
Mount Sinai. As well, see the deserts' significant sites 
to the history of the Israelites and other peoples who 
trekked through and lived there. While journeying 
here, we will delve into the lives of the ancients to help 
us understand how it was possible that people could 
enjoy great lives in the harshest conditions. These 
sites and stories are difficult for most people to see in 
real life - this virtual experience is a unique opportunity 
to explore these places and doesn't require any 
mountain climbing! Preview here! 
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From Jerusalem’s Destruction and Exile to Transformation in Babylon 

Experience the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem 
and then trek with the exiles of Jerusalem through 
modern day Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, and Iraq until 
eventually arriving in the city of Babylon itself. See 
how the Israelites/Jews survived and even thrived in 
their new diaspora communities. For over a 
millennium, this was the center of the Jewish world. 
We will see what was built and how much remains 
today despite the volatile region. Preview here! 

 

The Glorious Rise and Heroic Fall of Masada 

Herod’s fortress, palace, and town of Masada is one of 
the Roman period’s greatest architectural feats - 
seemingly conquering nature. A few decades later, it 
served as the last stand for the Zealots of Judea 
against Rome. See both the rise and fall of this 
UNESCO Heritage Site through both lenses. 

 

Interfaith Tour of Jerusalem 

Jerusalem is famously holy to Jews, Muslims, and 
Christians alike. See the well-known and hidden sites 
that best exemplify the shared traditions and influences 
that each has on the other. Preview here! 

 

Stay tuned for more to come!  
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